The Department of History would like to give sincere thanks to the adjudicators for this year’s colloquium:

**Essay Competition**
- Nicholas Hrynyk (PhD Candidate)
- Ian Wereley (PhD Candidate)
- Michael Chiarello (PhD Candidate)

**Documentary Competition**
- Professor David Dean
- Professor Pamela Walker
- Professor Dominique Marshall
The first History Society Undergraduate Colloquium was organized in 2004. It was the brainchild of activist members led by Patrick Watson. It was their wish to launch an annual forum which would showcase noteworthy research produced by their contemporaries.

Ten years later, the name was altered in order to reflect the generous pledge of ongoing support from the Frank Underhill Endowment Fund in 2014. Although the inspiration remains the same, the occasion is now known as the Underhill Undergraduate Colloquium.

The annual event has evolved since its early days and we now showcase digital projects, student produced documentaries, as well as research essays that are a demonstration of undergraduate excellence.